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Abstract: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has revolutionized medicine by providing high-quality images of living
tissue in a safe and noninvasive manner. However, the data-acquisition time can still be restrictively long in real
applications. To accelerate this task, one popular alternative has been acquiring a reduced amount of data samples, and
then using reconstruction methods to generate images out of the acquired undersampled data. In this talk we discuss novel
contributions to improve the performance and efficiency of MRI reconstruction methods.
We start revisiting the shift-invariant linear predictability relationships that exist in the MRI data (k-space), and how they
can be leveraged using structured low-rank modeling (SLM). Then, we propose novel reconstruction approaches based
on SLM which additionally incorporate in-prior knowledge learned from previously acquired reference data. We show
that this approach is particularly useful in the context of ghost-artifact correction in echo planar imaging (EPI), where we
theoretically establish that in-prior knowledge is necessary in order to avoid ill-posedness when using SLM
reconstruction methods. Next, we provide a robust and powerful SLM reconstruction method able to account for potential
imperfections in the reference data.
In the last part of the talk, we show that linear predictability principles can also be used in the context of sensitivity map
estimation in multichannel MRI. We start showing new theoretical results that provide a novel mathematical description
for the estimation problem. Specifically, we show that sensitivity maps at particular locations belong to a nullspace of a
matrix created from linear predictability relationships. Then, based on advanced signal processing techniques, we propose
a set of computational methods which allow massive improvements in the computational complexity of sensitivity map
estimation methods based on subspaces. We show cases where conventional estimation methods obtain a ~30-fold
acceleration when combined with our proposed computational techniques. Notably, these improvements in computational
time and memory usage are obtained without sacrificing estimation accuracy.
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